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Leaders become great not because of their power, but because of their ability to empower others.

- John Maxwell
Leadership in the prison context...

It’s not just about the Rules and Regulations – they are necessary and serve a purpose, but should not be a blocker – it goes way beyond this.

Courage and Bravery –
think outside the box –
be prepared to try something different, do things differently.
Leadership in the prison context...

Can do attitude of the Director/Governor must flow down to the Prison Officer – they must believe and buy into the culture

Empower junior staff

Make it easier for intervention delivery partners – right attitude to the intervention

Staff having the right attitude can not be got from PSIs

A bad attitude is like a flat tire, you can’t get very far until you change it.
Pink and Fluffy

Don’t need new projects - get the best from existing ones

– Daddy Newborn.....
Any questions

Thank you for your time
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